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12V DC
FAIL LOCKED

Connecting 9327 relay to a lock release (+ve trigger)

Locking Note
The voltage provided to the lock release
is set by the power supply. In this example
12V DC. For other voltages (eg 12V AC
or 24V DC) use a suitable power supply.

Note however that the 9327 will always
require 12V DC.
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Triggering Note
Push to make switch starts the timer (negative trigger). The
voltage to trigger is taken from the same power supply in this
example, although the trigger can be from any 12V source

Triggering Note
Push to make switch starts the timer (positive trigger). The
voltage to trigger is taken from the same power supply in this
example, although the trigger can be from any 12V source

12V DC
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Connecting 9327 relay to an extension sounder from a phone ringer signal
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Triggering Note
The timer is started by the call tone (or 12V AC buzzer).
Connections for the rest of the door entry phone system are
not shown for clarity.

The AN9102S telephone is shown, but ANY SRS telephone
can be used.

Most other manufactures phones as well provided the call
wire and 0V can be identified.
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The timer can be adjusted
between 0 and 60 seconds
duration. The timer once
triggered will not accept
another trigger signal until
it has timed out. If the
trigger signal is present for
longer than the set time the
unit will trigger again after
timing out.

The trigger terminals will
trigger the timer from many
dc and ac sources. Both
terminals must be
connected to the circuit for
the timer to operate. If the
trigger signal is a switched
-ve then the +TRIG must
be connected to a +ve
power source and visa
versa (if the trigger signal
is +ve).

Green LED indicates that
the relay is energised.
This unit may be
connected to low voltage
power supplies. Red LED
indicates that voltage is
present.

Timer Adjustment

Trigger Connection

General
EC Compliance
This item has been
classified as a ‘component’
and is not within the scope
of the EMC directive
89/336/EEC.

Technical Data
Dimensions (HWD)

DIN 2
Temperature

-5 ~ +50°C
Timer Duration

0 - 60 seconds

Warranty
The unit is supplied with
12 months warranty
against defects in
manufacture.
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